
THRIVE LANDING PAGES
VERSES LEAD PAGES



Thrive Landing Pages - What is Included?

Considering the price of this plugin (compared to say Leadpages) you get a lot for your money.Thrive Content 

Builder

The Thrive Content Builder is a part of the Thrive Landing pages, which is great news because it is one of the simplest page 

builders I have ever seen or used (and as a web designer I use quite a few).

Thrive Content Builder is a drag and drop page builder that shows you exactly how your pages will look (unlike in WordPress 

standard, where you always have to check using "Preview").

The Content Builder Plugin also comes with some very well built and designed page elements that can come in very handy like:

http://madlemmings.com/2014/03/31/leadpages-create-amazing-landing-pages/
http://madlemmings.com/2014/11/17/thrive-themes-content-builder-review-power-hands/


Thrive Landing Templates
● Layout elements (boxes, dividers, columns etc)
● Images, Buttons, Text
● Maps, Testimonials, Optin Forms, Icons and much more

In fact, I am even writing this in Thrive Content Builder (which is what you build the pages with) just to see how easy it is. The 
beauty of this Thrive Landing Pages  is that you can create landing pages in minutes from a huge range of templates that they 
provide you.

Although you can create your own landing page from scratch using a blank template, why bother when they have awesome, 
proven templates for you to start with!

To get started building a landing page, all you have to do is create a new page in WordPress and then choose a landing page 
template. It is that simple. 

Then just drag, drop, change text and color. Add an image or change one, and in a few minutes you will be done!

http://thrivethemes.com/affiliates/ref.php?id=1212_3_3_3


PLACE IMAGE HERE
OF TEMPLATES



EMAIL INTERGRATION
Of course no landing page software is complete without being 
able to integrate with your favorite email marketing program. 
After all, you have to put the names and emails somewhere. 

Thrive Landings Pages integrates with just about any email 
service around.

http://thrivethemes.com/affiliates/ref.php?id=1212_3_3_3


LEAD PAGES VS THRIVE
● Thrive Landing Pages is a one time cost, LeadPages is per month/year
● Thrive Content Builder is a lot easier to use, and you can use it on your whole 

site (Leadpages is contained on their website)
● LeadPages has a lot more templates, a lot of them you pay extra for in their 

marketplace
● LeadPages comes with some optin capabilities (LeadBoxes) which you only get 

with Thrive Leads (which is separate product, but overall a better one)
● LeadPages has Facebook integration which is great if you want to collect likes 

on Facebook or leads via a Facebook page
● LeadPages hosts your pages for you, so you don't need a website, and they load 

very fast

http://madlemmings.com/2015/02/23/thrive-leads-plugin-review/


PROS AND CONS
● 55 Landing Page templates to choose from (more constantly being added)

● All kinds of landing pages from Sales, Optin, Thank You and Squeeze Pages
● Thrive Content Builder is a simple to use drag and drop editor even my Mom could use

● You can create pages in about 10 minutes
● Integrates with any email service
● One of the cheapest plugins of it's kind 

● The Page Builder is simple, but there is still a little learning curve (especially if you are new to WordPress)

● No A/B Testing for Landing Pages (The Thrive Leads Plugin for Optin Forms has it)

● WP Profit Builder (a similar, but not quite as good tool) is slightly cheaper at $47

http://madlemmings.com/goto/thrive-leads/
http://madlemmings.com/goto/wp-profit-builder/
http://madlemmings.com/goto/wp-profit-builder/


FINAL THOUGHTS
A single license of Thrive Landing Pages, which includes Thrive Content Builder (you can use that on any other page or post) is 

$59.

There are further licenses if you wish to buy one of the high converting Thrive Themes, or use the plugin on multiple websites.

Comparing to Other Landing Page Plugins

However, when you compare this with something like Leadpages, which costs $37 per month or Optimize Press which costs 

$97, Thrive Landing Pages is quite cheap.

I use it on all my (and many of my clients) websites, and recommend it to most people I talk to.

I have not used a simpler or more powerful tool like it before, and it saves me hours of web development time (and I know how to 

code!).



http://madlemmings.com/goto/wp-profit-builder/

